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ABSTRACT: Within cyber manufacturing context, Internet of Data (IoD) 
technology has enabled manufacturing sector to store and transfer mass data 
rapidly for processing.  Data growth which is driven by advancement in the 
way data are produced and interconnected has caused volume of data a 
crucial issue to address. As such, in monitoring delicate wafer processing in 
semiconductor manufacturing, reporting delay problem caused by databases 
of high data volumes is intolerable. This is because, various reports (that 
require access to large databases) need to be frequently generated in the 
shortest time possible. Reporting delay is usually handled through SQL 
query rewriting. In this paper, the results of experimenting SQL query 
rewriting by utilizing multitier materialized views structure is presented. In 
particular, we define sub-materialized views (SMVs) concept, and implement 
it using real data sets from SilTerra (a semiconductor industry). The outcome 
of the experiment supports the hypothesis that SQL query rewriting using 
SMV outperforms the classic rewriting. The results reveal that the 
performance of SMV is far better (than without SMV) for complex queries 
against large data sets. The benefits of SMV are not limited to cyber 
manufacturing domain as the use of SMV can contribute other industries 
with similar problem.  
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1.0  INTR ODU CTION  

Manufacturing sector has been predicted to have fast growth, due to 
the growth of the “Internet of things" (IoT) that rely heavily on a great 
number of sensors, measuring, checking, and automatic regulating 
instruments [1]. In fact, in the era of Industry 4.0, this prediction has 
become a reality as manufacturing becomes a part of cyber-physical 
systems (CPS) today. Within CPS, cyber manufacturing is employed 
to utilize transformative technologies that translates data from 
interconnected system into operations that are predictable for resilient 
performance [2].  

Empowered by Internet of Data (IoD), manufacturing sector is 
capable to store and transfer mass data rapidly for processing [3]. 
Nevertheless, the advancement in the way data is produced and 
transferred makes data volume a challenge. For example, a wafer 
semiconductor manufacturing industry like SilTerra Malaysia Sdn 
Bhd, to fabricate and to produce wafers within the shortest time 
possible is a goal [4]. As semiconductor processes are delicate and 
require close monitoring, sensors technologies are used to overcome 
human operators’ limitation [2]. These sensors are interconnected 
with the machines and hardware to collect data from a number of 
complex fabrication processes [5].  

Manufacturing Execution System (MES) is used to monitor fabrication 
processes including work-in-process (WIP), equipment automation, 
process flow, and material control system (MCS) on a factory floor. 
About 50 to 70 days are needed to process 40,000 to 50,000 work-in-
process (WIP); which involves 400 types of equipment and 300 to 900 
steps to complete[4, 6-7]. The fabrication process complexity is 
characterized by a diverse product mix that is changing over time 
where different types of disruptions need to be handled [6].  These 
processes produce the raw data (collected largely by sensors) and also 
contribute to huge transaction history. These transaction history 
records are stored in several databases that keep growing over time. 
These records are extracted to produce reports for monitoring and 
predictive analytics. In addition, the fact that manufacturing has the 
largest amount of data has been highlighted in McKinsey [8] and in 
other studies  [9-11]. 

With massive volumes of data, manual reporting is no longer an 
attractive option in cyber manufacturing environment. Not only the 
manual method is labour intensive, it is also inefficient in achieving 
the time-sensitive production goal [12]. Big data technology such as 
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[13] can be used to aid massive data processing. Nevertheless, the 
ability to rapidly extract actionable data (in form of individual 
reports) is a pre-requisite for the next-stage data processing handled 
by Hadoop (or similar technologies) for predictive analytics 
preparation. Data that are extracted from databases through 
Structured Query Language (SQL) queries are used to generate 
reports. Using the large databases as source to generate reports, the 
problem that hinders rapid data extraction (and thus rapid reporting) 
in this industry is slow SQL queries.   

To deal with reporting delay, a common action taken by Database 
Administrators (DBAs) is to tune these problematic SQL queries by 
rewriting them. In this paper, we present the results of implementing 
SQL rewriting using multitier materialized view concept. In 
particular, we propose to test the performance of SQL queries using 
sub-materialized views (SMVs) in speeding up reporting. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 of this paper 
presents the related works on the methods for database tuning where 
the focus is on SQL rewriting techniques. Section 3 provides the 
definition of SMV and describes the experiment conducted to 
evaluate SMVs.  Section 4 presents and discusses the results of the 
experiment and Section 5 concludes the paper.  

 

2.0  RELATED WORKS  

Several factors that affect database performance include database 
settings, indexes, memory, CPU, disk speed, database design, and 
application design [14]. Database performance tuning is usually 
performed at: hardware level, instant workload and instant object or 
SQL statements. SQL is a declarative language, which is used in 
Database Management System (DBMS) to allow users to access and 
manipulate the database. SQL tuning which is an application level 
tuning imposes stronger influence on database performance as 
compared to other methods. SQL tuning is a difficult task as it 
requires identification of poor SQL instantly [15]. It is a challenging 
and time-consuming task, which needs experts to manage it [16]. 
These experts must possess thorough understanding of database 
technology, DBMS, application design, SQL query and related 
knowledge in this field. There are several methods proposed for SQL 
tuning, and the selection of the right method depends on the types of 
the problem. 
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A common routine performed by DBAs is to monitor and to identify 
problematic SQL queries in the system. These SQL queries will be 
rewritten as a way to tune them and this process usually involve 
laborious trial-and-error steps [17]. Adding hints  in the SQL or index 
is one way to tune the SQL queries [18]. It is anticipated that queries 
that have undergone the rewrite process will retrieve accurate results 
within the given constraints (time, CPU or IO).  

Ji et al. [19] proposed SQL query rewriting using the translation of 
ontological queries into equivalent queries against the underlying 
relational database. This process improves selection of data that 
consequently can improve the overall database performance. 
However, this approach can be a troublesome job as changes to 
queries need to be hard coded. Furthermore, queries that are not 
tested thoroughly could cause delay. In addition, SQL performance 
depends on the execution plan produced by database query optimizer 
[20].  

Another common method used to deal with poor reporting 
performance is summarizing relevant data for reporting into a data 
mart. Data marts are able to manage and improve some of the report 
performance [21]. Instead of the direct query to the production 
database, the report application will retrieve the data from the data 
mart. There are scripts used to summarize the data on specific time 
within certain duration (such as every five minutes, hourly, daily or 
weekly). The data collected in the data mart are more organized and 
this can aid frequent access. Nevertheless, this method requires deep 
knowledge on the data structure to perform data aggregation on 
various dimensions. A set of SQL scripts must be developed up-front 
to cope with various table sizes and data structures.  

Another method used to rewrite SQL queries is by using materialized 
view (MV). MV is a database object that keeps the query, runs the 
query at the specific time, and maintains the results of the query in 
the storage [19]. Even though the name contains view, it is not a 
virtual table like a view. It behaves like a table and sometimes 
referred to as a snapshot. Oracle defines MV as a replica of a target 
master from a single point in time where another master table 
continuously updates replication tables. MV data will be updated by 
refresh process upon changes to the base tables. This refresh process 
is performed incrementally or through complete refresh.  

Several studies (as shown in Table 1) have reported the benefits of 
MVs in improving SQL queries speed, where in these studies, query 
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response time is used as performance indicator. Studies involving 
MVs also covers the selection problems [22-25]. Nevertheless, none 
have attempted studying the benefits (or costs) of SQL query 
rewriting using the subsets of MVs. In this paper, we refer subsets of 
MVs as sub-materialized view (SMVs) that are created based on other 
MVs. To the best of our knowledge, the closest recorded idea of SMVs 
can be found in Oracle’s online documentation, where the concept of 
multitier MVs is introduced [26].  
 

Table 1: Studies in MVs’ performance 

Researcher Findings References 
A modified strategy of group query based on MV (GQMV) is proposed by 
making full use of the star schema feature to improve searching capability. 

[16] 

MV reporting functions are introduced which rewrite queries with 
reporting functions as well as aggregate queries. 

[27] 

Rewriting XPath Queries using MVs is proposed with an algorithm for 
finding minimal rewritings. 

[28] 

Answering queries using MVs with minimum size can reduce the size of 
the relations needed to compute the query answer. A method that 
efficiently finds a view set with a small size is proposed. 

[28] 

 

Multitier MVs concept allows MVs creation based on other MVs 
(subsets of MVs). Within the tiers, SMVs are defined and labelled 
according to their levels in the tiers, as shown in Figure 1. For 
instance, MVs that are based on level 1 MV are called level 2 MVs. 
Thus, within the tiers, SMVs exist from level 2 onwards. The benefit 
of using multitier MVs has been recorded for replication, to support 
organizations that have limited network and storage resources [26]. 
The question of whether the use of SMVs in query rewriting can 
speed up the query performance or otherwise.  

 

3.0  METHODOLOGY 
 

In this paper, we propose SQL Query rewriting using SMVs with the 
aim to deal with reporting delay in cyber manufacturing context. 
Essentially, MVs are created using base tables (BTs) as their source, 
and SMVs are created using MVs as their source. In [26], the term 
master MV is used for MVs that are used to create their SMVs. In fact, 
MV at any level can be a master MV. 

These database objects (BTs, MVs and SMVs) are related and their 
relationship can be visualized in a Venn diagram as shown in Figure 
2. For simplicity, the diagram depicts the case of a master base table 
and a master MV. In a more complex case, multiple master base tables 
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(and MVs) are supported, for example, SMV created based on two or 
more master MVs. 

 

Figure 1: Levels of multitier materialized view [26] 

Suppose that SMV is a set of tuples of a SMV; MV is a set of tuples of a 
MV; BT is a set of tuples of a BT. The relationship among these three 
database objects is defined as: SMV is a proper subset of MV and MV 
is a proper subset of BT, which is denoted as SMV⊂MV⊂BT. SQL 
queries created using BT, MV and SMV are denoted as: query against 
BT (QBT), query against MV (QMV) and query against SMV (QSMV). 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: A Venn diagram for relationships among database objects 

To evaluate SMVs, experimental approach used by similar works [27, 
30] is used to test the hypothesis that QSMV performs better than 
QMV. Figure 3 shows the flow of the experiment. SQL query speed 
(elapsed time) is chosen as the variable to be observed in the 
experiment. The problematic SQL queries, in form of QBT, are 
identified from the delayed reports that appear on MES monitoring 
dashboard.  

BT 

MV 

SMV 
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of using multitier MVs has been recorded for replication, to support 
organizations that have limited network and storage resources [26]. 
The question of whether the use of SMVs in query rewriting can 
speed up the query performance or otherwise.  

 

3.0  METHODOLOGY 
 

In this paper, we propose SQL Query rewriting using SMVs with the 
aim to deal with reporting delay in cyber manufacturing context. 
Essentially, MVs are created using base tables (BTs) as their source, 
and SMVs are created using MVs as their source. In [26], the term 
master MV is used for MVs that are used to create their SMVs. In fact, 
MV at any level can be a master MV. 

These database objects (BTs, MVs and SMVs) are related and their 
relationship can be visualized in a Venn diagram as shown in Figure 
2. For simplicity, the diagram depicts the case of a master base table 
and a master MV. In a more complex case, multiple master base tables 
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(and MVs) are supported, for example, SMV created based on two or 
more master MVs. 

 

Figure 1: Levels of multitier materialized view [26] 
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MV; BT is a set of tuples of a BT. The relationship among these three 
database objects is defined as: SMV is a proper subset of MV and MV 
is a proper subset of BT, which is denoted as SMV⊂MV⊂BT. SQL 
queries created using BT, MV and SMV are denoted as: query against 
BT (QBT), query against MV (QMV) and query against SMV (QSMV). 
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To evaluate SMVs, experimental approach used by similar works [27, 
30] is used to test the hypothesis that QSMV performs better than 
QMV. Figure 3 shows the flow of the experiment. SQL query speed 
(elapsed time) is chosen as the variable to be observed in the 
experiment. The problematic SQL queries, in form of QBT, are 
identified from the delayed reports that appear on MES monitoring 
dashboard.  
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As problematic QBTs can be found involving many tables, in this 
experiment, we choose Factory Works Historical WIP Database where 
it consists of huge tables. The largest table is WIP transaction table 
(about 430GB), that consists of 38 columns, with 1000,000,000 tuples.  
WIP is the main table used to keep wafer’s transaction history, where 
most problematic QBTs are found using this table. Other tables used 
are WIP Step History table (20GB) and Comment table (84GB).  For 
variety, we also used smaller tables that are Lot table (179MB) and 
CAT table (6.09MB). These tables become the source (BTs) of QBTs 
under measure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: The flow experiment for SMV evaluation 
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Once the QBT set is ready, we setup the experiment environment 
where a Fujitsu M5000 workstation with 3 CPU of SPARC64 VII 2.6 
GHz and 32 GB memory on the MES database server, set on Oracle 
11g platform. Then, QMV set and QSMV set are created, after the 
MVs and SMVs for these queries are created. 14 query sets are used in 
this experiment, where each set of query consists of:  a QBT, a QMV 
and a QSMV. Thus, the total number of query used in this experiment 
is 42 queries. As it is important to ensure the validity of all query sets, 
in this experiment, the result (set of tuples) of each query set is used 
as the validity measure. Suppose that for query set i and Qi, are 

• the result of QBT i, QBTi is QBTi ‘, 

• the result of QMV i, QMVi is QMVi ‘, 

• the result of QSMV i, QSMVi is QSMVi ‘. 

Qi  is defined as valid if it satisfies the following equations: 

 |QBTi ‘|=|QMVi ‘|=|QSMVi ‘|  (1) 

    
|QBTi ‘⋂ QMVi'⋂ QSMVi ‘|
|QBTi‘⋃ QMVi‘⋃ QSMVi‘|

=1                                                     (2) 

An example of a query set written in SQL is as shown in Table 2. SQL 
statements used to create MV and SMV are also shown in the table. 
Following similar step in [17], each set of query is executed three 
times and the average value of the elapsed time for the query items is 
taken. Once all 14 query sets are executed and verified, the results 
(SQL query elapsed time) are collected and prepared for analysis. 
Oracle utilities TRACE file and TKPROF are used to record the 
results.   
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Table 2: SQL Statements for Query Sets Definition 

Query Sources Query Set 
BT : 
WIPTRANSACTION 

QBT: 
SELECT txndate,productname, activity, COUNT(activity),SUM(lotqtyout)         
FROM WIPTRANSACTION       
WHERE txntime >= to_char(sysdate-1,'YYYYMMDD HH24MISS') and  

txntime <= to_char(sysdate,'YYYYMMDD HH24MISS')         
GROUP BY txndate,productname, activity;       

 MV: TXNWIP_MV  MV definition: 
CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW TXNWIP_MV  
AS SELECT txndate,activity,productname,lotqtyout, txntime 
FROM wiptransaction        
WHERE txntime >= to_char(sysdate-1,'YYYYMMDD HH24MISS') AND  
txntime <= TO_CHAR(SYSDATE,'YYYYMMDD HH24MISS')         
GROUP BY txndate,productname, activity;  
 
QMV:  
SELECT txndate, productid, activity, count(activity), sum(lotqtyout)         
FROM TXNWIP_MV group by txndate, productid, activity; 

SMV: TXNWIP_SMV SMV definition: 
CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW TXNWIP_SMV 
(txndate,productid,activity,countlotid,sumqtyout) 
AS SELECT txndate,productid, activity,COUNT (lotid),SUM (lotqtyout)  
FROM TXNWIP_MV GROUP BY txndate, productid, activity; 
 
QSMV:  
SELECT txndate,productid,activity,countlotid,sumqtyout FROM 
TXNWIP_HMV;   

 

 

4.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 4 shows the line graph that plots the elapsed time (in seconds) for 
the query sets under measure. The x axis represents the 14 query sets 
under measure (labelled as Q1-Q14); the first y axis (left) represents the 
elapsed time variable (in seconds) for QBT and the second y axis (right) 
represent the elapsed time variable (in seconds) for QMV and QSMV.  
Dual y axes are used to aid separating the range of elapsed time that is 
obviously significant for QBTs. 

 
As expected, QBT set takes longer time to execute (as compared to QMV 
and QSMV set) because QBT set is of problematic SQL queries. Thus, in 
this experiment, we are more interested with the performance of QSMV 
relative to QMV’s. 
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Figure 4: Elapsed Time Scores for Query Sets 

The trend line shows that QSMVs takes less time to be computed as 
compared to QMVs in all sets. Particularly, QSMV performed significantly 
faster for Q2 and Q6 as compared to QMV (with the difference of 6.24 and 
3.53 seconds respectively). This situation indicates the complexity of the 
QMVs in the set (as JOIN and aggregate functions are used), which 
requires longer time for SQL processing. With the use of SMV, the 
processing of the complex queries can be avoided as the queries have been 
computed in advanced (through SMV creation). 

On average, the time taken for QSMV to complete is less than 0.3 seconds, 
with the maximum period of 3.71 seconds for Q10 (while QMV and QBT 
take about 4.35 seconds and 327.18 seconds respectively for Q10).  

Marginal difference in elapsed time between QMV and QSMV can be 
found, however, in those cases, QSMV still leads the score. This situation 
can be described by the difference between the size of MV and SMV is 
small. In addition, less time is taken for Q1, Q8 and Q11 as the size MVs 
and SMVs for these query sets are small (less than 1 GB). 

While the results yielded for the experiment reported in this paper favour 
QSMV, other aspects must be taken into account in evaluating the benefits 
of SMV in SQL query rewriting. Question regarding what are the ‘costs’  of 
using SMVs must be answered, as by knowing the effort needed to setup 
and maintain the SMVs we can decide on the acceptability of the trade-offs 
(if any). 
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5.0  CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, this paper presented a proposal of SQL query rewriting by using 
SMVs to cope with reporting delay problem within cyber manufacturing context. 
The concept of SMV which has been defined in this paper is motivated by 
multitier MVs idea that is of limited coverage on SMV’s contribution in SQL 
rewriting. The hypothesis of the experiment that SQL query rewriting using SMV 
performs better than SQL query rewriting using MVs has been supported by the 
result of the experiment. The outcome of the experiment also suggests that the 
performance of QSMV is far better than QMV especially in the case where 
complex queries are used and the size of MVs are significantly bigger than the 
size of SMVs. In the future, SMVs should be evaluated further especially in terms 
of the cost of implementing them. The maintenance aspect of SMVs also is an 
open problem especially in the case involving multiple master MVs.  
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